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Scribe Starter Sentences 
Getting started, overcoming inertia is often a big challenge in writing Ring Reports.  As a 

consequence, Ring Secretaries (or whomever writes your Ring Reports) waits until the last 

minute before meeting the monthly submission deadline of the 15th. This leads to flat, boring, or 

uninspiring reports with low readability quotients. Rather than present a straightforward 

narrative, include a few subjective comments to reflect the true spirit and flavor of the meeting. 

To simplify the process of getting started, we present below a series of sentences we’ve extracted 

from prior Ring Reports. We present them not for you to copy directly, although may find a few 

that fit your situation perfectly; rather, these sample sentences are meant to trigger language that 

can be easily adapted to your Ring circumstances. 

In these sentences, we assume your name is Murgatroyd Grivlovitch, and you are the Ring 

Secretary of Ring 9999 and you live in Pocatello, Idaho. You are having a guest lecturer named 

I. M. Awesome. Read on, and you’ll get the idea. 

Introductory Starter Sentences 
1. Our meeting began with our teaching table. This month Grivlovitch discussed………. 

2. Ring 9999 held its monthly meeting. President Grivlovitch called the meeting to order 

and welcomed guests. 

3. Man, oh man. This month was quite the whirlwind for members of Ring 9999. 

4. Ring 9999 got down to business with just a few announcements, and then Grivlovitch 

introduced………… 

5. The meeting began with a series of pleasant announcements. 

6. Our meeting began with President Grivlovitch performing and demonstrating a wonderful 

effect where a …………. 

7. This month saw several magic events in Pocatello. 

8. Grivlovitch started by sharing the story of his performing career. 

9. Grivlovitch announced the decisions made at the business meeting held the previous week 

and the magical events in the Pocatello area. 

10. After a mercifully brief business meeting, it was time for our show 

11. Since there was no new business, a short break was taken for members to set up for magic 

presentations 

12. Grivlovitch quickly handled the business portion of the meeting 

 

Main Body Starter Sentences 

1. Grivlovitch opened with a knock-your-sock-off card display with the help of 

……..Magician Grivlovitch led tonight’s topic of ………… 
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2. He shared the effect called ……….. 

3. It uses the same principle as the…… 

4. Amazingly, Grivlovitch has the selected card end up …………. 

5. Grivlovitch has the volunteer deal out ………… 

6. Grivlovitch amazed us all with a new Tenyo item 

7. Grivlovitch welcomed tonight’s guests……….. 

8. Grivlovitch performed a packet card trick attributed to ……….. 

9. Grivlovitch performed with class and precision fooling all of us 

10. Grivlovitch’s performance of the venerable rope routine was done so flawlessly that the 

originator himself would be proud to have homage done to him 

11. Grivlovitch performed with impeccable sleight of hand 

12. Grivlovitch took the spotlight with his performance of this classic card effect 

13. Along with the “technical” discussion of his effects, Grivlovitch graciously took the time 

to share the philosophy behind his material and audience management. 

14. Grivlovitch befuddled us with his amazing effects. 

15. Grivlvitch was up next with an amazing bit of cardistry 

16. Grivlovitch’s performance was utterly baffling, even to the experienced magicians in the 

room 

17. Grivlovitch annouonced that next month we will video record performances to be 

broadcast o the local cable station. 

18. Ring 9999 is proud to advance our members’ education by bringing in two or more 

lecturers a year and we are quite happy we were able to get I. M. Awesome this year 

19. Grivlovitch’s performance showed once again that presentation is everything. 

20. Tonight’s meeting was our annual teach-in…. 

21. Grivlovitch performed a mentalist routine attributed to Ted Lesley 

22. At our monthly competition, we had an all-star lineup. 

23. Grivlovitch took things in a different direction with an impossible …………that fried 

everyone in the room. 

24. Grivlovitch continued with a mind-boggling effect that included an impossible……… 

25. President Grivlovitch announced two upcoming lectures; the well-known and popular 

I.M. Awesome will join us for a lecture next month. 

26. Grivlovitch welcomed the new members to our little band of prestidigitators 

27. Senior member Grivlovitch rocked the Ring with his signature effect ………… 

28. Grivlovitch performed a nifty packet-type card routine and was really handy with the 

pasteboards. 

29. Grivlovitch won the monthly drawing. 

30. Grivlovitch performed a really great trick that bamboozled the Ring members. 

31. With some help from two volunteers, Grivlovitch taught a nice array of effects. 

32. Grivlovitch performed a beautiful coin transfer with four coins magically flying from one 

hand to the other. 
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33. We were pleased to have I. M Awesome entertain us with his fine professional skills and 

great stage presence. 

34. Next, Grivlovitch performed a short, but clean version of the ………….. 

35. Grivlovitch announced that the next meeting would be the annual Children’s Holiday 

Magic Show. 

36. Grivlovitch succeeded in filling our minds with good tips we can use. 

37. Grivlovitch magically made cards appear and disappear using various methods.  The 

audience had no idea how he was able to maneuver the cards.  He made every effect look 

so easy to perform.  The audience knew he had practiced many hours to do these effects. 

38. Our installations ceremony was brief and celebratory 

39. Grivlovitch had everyone scratching their heads. 

40. Our show began with our perennial favorite, Murgatroyd Grivolvitch who’d just returned 

from wowing the crowd at the recent Wizards Convention. 

41. One of Grivlovitch’s final presentations, an amazingly difficult take on the coin matrix, 

left us lifting our metamorphical jaws off the floor 

42. Never a dry eye exists among onlookers due to laughter when Grivlovitch uses a deck of 

card to illustrate a hilarious tale. 

43. Grivlovitch won the close-up competition that was filled with perfected sleights, 

marvelous mystery, and headshaking wonderment.  

44. After a brief business meeting, ten wizards presented tricks for the balance of our group. 

45. One of our founding members, Murgatroyd Grivlovitch, shared his personal experiences 

in knowing Okito. 

46. Last month, Ring 9999 performed a magic show at the local VA hospital. 

47. Our annual Ring 9999 Holiday pot-luck and magic program was finalized. 

48. After enjoying each presentation, the group retired to the coffee shop across the street for 

some friendly fellowship 

49. Our holiday party was coupled with several other magic clubs in the area. We’ve done 

this for several years now, and it has worked out well. 

50. Grivlovitch performed a clever routine based on an effect by….. 

51. Grivlovitch did a short close-up at to music. 

52. Grivlovitch awed us by the simplicity of the methods as by the effect itself. 

53. Following I. M. Awesome’s lecture, we had an open-magic presentation. 

54. Ring 9999 has been buzzing with enthusiasm and activities throughout the year, 

including magic themes, membership drives, and training programs. 

55. Grivlovitch returned to the front to initiate off-topic presentations. 

56. All in all, it was a great night for magic; let’s do it again next month. 

57. MC Grivlovitch introduced Guest Adam Quinkleberry who wowed the Ring with a 

…………. 

58. Grivlovitch performed some of the old standards, including……….. 

59. Eighteen members were present for the short business meeting. 
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60. It was a pleasure to see Grivlovitch perform his creations and explain the creative process 

he uses to develop innovative magic effects. 

61. Grivlovitch took center stage and performed a mind-boggling card effect under almost 

impossible conditions. 

62. Grivlovitch coupled this classic effect with original scripting to produce a very 

entertaining effect that appealed to both you and old. 

63. Having tapped into a treasure trove of memorabilia, Grivlovitch recounted the develop of 

this effect along with the creativity and showmanship that has become building blocks of 

magic today. 

64. Grivlovitch performed a smart bit of magic called……….. 

65. Grivlovitch followed with a stellar performance of ……….. 

66. Grivlovitch performed an extraordinary routine to music where a …….. 

67. Grivlovitch proved his skill ith playing cards by performing a prediction of a freely 

chosen pasteboard 

68. Givlovitch performed the routine with a passion and excitement that energizes the crowd. 

69. Each phase of the classic card plot convinced everyone that Grivlovith was a chard-shark 

o the first order. 

70. Grivlovitch presented snappy, entertaining patter 

71. Grivlovitch presented two effects that really had the group talking 

72. The routine that Grivlovitch performed was pure artistry 

73. Grivlovitch makes everything he accomplishes look so effortless, no doubt through 

countless hours of practice and hard work. 

74. Grivlovitch went outside his comfort box and admirably performed three psychic effects. 

75. Grivlovitch exudes professionalism and was a delight to watch. 

76. Grivlovitrcj got the fun started with something brand new 

77. Givlovitch was kind enough to share the secret with us 

78. It was evident that Grivlovitch put in a lot of time rehearsing his act. 

79. Grivlovitch proceeded to perform a flawless rendition of Red Hot Mama 

80. Grivlovitch blended some old moves with a few new ones to provide an entertaining 

routine for the members.  

81. Grivlovitch is a veritable encyclopedia of card magic as well as an accomplished 

performer 

82. Grivlovitched demonstrated an excellent example of using an old principle and coming 

up with a baffling and entertaining routine 

83. Grivlovitch demonstrated an extremely colorful effect that is baffling, easily made at 

home at minimal expense and can be configured in many different ways by the performer 

to suit their particular audience 

84. Grivlvitch ended the evening as only he can with highly professional magic 

85. Grivlovitch was tireless with is presentations.  They kept coming and coming to the glee 

of all who witnessed his talent for working the crowd and plastering smiles on spectators 
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86. His routine was nothing short of phenomenal 

87. Grivlovitch demonstrated that you don’t need to bust your knuckles to present 

entertaining magic 

88. Grivlovitch demonstrated a technique that offers lots of possibilities for the imaginative 

performer 

89. Grivlovitch present a routine with style and polish that was beautiful to behold. 

90. Grivlovitch is a phenomenally creative inventor and he has a talent for finding simple 

easy-to-do methods for accomplishing mind-blowing effects. 

Closing Starter Sentences 

1. Remember to visit the club’s website: www.Ring9999Magic.com. Also visit the club’s 

Facebook page:  http:www.facebook.com/pages/Ring9999.   

2. Grivlovitch thank the members who performed at the meeting. 

3. For the members of Ring 9999 who attended, it was quite an exciting and educational 

evening. 

4. Ring 9999 had a great pre-meeting gab session and some decent post-meeting magic. 

5. To close the meeting, each board member performed some magic and taught some 

secrets. 

6. Ring 9999 is always looking for lecturers. Please contact Murgatroyd Grivlovitch. 

MGriv@MagicHands.com if you are interested. 

7. Until next month, Abracadabra. 

8. A big thank you to Grivlovitch for an entertaining and informative evening. 

9. Lastly, we had a round table get together to learn a new trick. 

10. The key highlight of the year was the online interactive lecture done for Ring 9999 

members by I. M. Awesome. 

11. It was a creative evening. 

12. Finally, we broke up to chat, teach, learn, and lie to each other. 

13. Another night of magic and fun. Thanks to all for attending and also to each performer. 

14. See ya at the meeting. 

15. The end of this month brought us the I. M. Awesome lecture and what can we say?  Our 

minds have been blown!  Personally, I could have spent hours watching him word. This 

scribe puts him in the top five all-time best lectures I have seen. 

16. It was the most illuminating and productive lecture and gave all attending members a lot 

of ideas for developing their own future routines. 

17. In closing the meeting, Grivlovitch noted that Ring members sharing magic is a beautiful 

thing.  You just never know what hidden gems you might have. 

Getting Started 
The hardest part about writing Ring Reports, or anything for that matter, is getting started. 

http://www.ring2100magic.com/
mailto:MGriv@MagicHands.com
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It is so easy not to write and overcoming inertia is a challenge for many people.  That’s normal. 

But pause for a moment and reflect on why the Ring Reports should be written. First, you want to 

reinforce the positive behavior of individual Ring members.  Second, you want to strengthen the 

reputation of your Ring. You’ll enjoy the feeling of accomplishment when you see your Ring 

Report in print.  

Some say despite the best of intentions, the simply lack time to write the Ring Reports, or put if 

off until the last minute, produce a C- effort. 

You don’t find time, you make time for things that are really important. You find time to eat, talk 

with family and friends, watch TV, surf the Internet, and check your email, don’t you?  Sure you 

do because those things are important.  If writing Ring Reports is important to achieve the 

desired benefits, you’ll find time. 

We all know the basics of effective time management but need periodic reminders about such 

things as the following: 

1. Set priorities daily 

2. Do first things first 

3. Recognize time always exists for important things 

4. Recall long-term goals while doing small tasks 

5. Eliminate unproductive activities quickly 

6. Focus on one thing at a time 

7. Establish deadlines for yourself and others 

8. Handle each piece of paper once 

9. Keep things organized 

10. Don't fret when time is spent on activities beyond your control 

Of the many good books on time management, a short, practical and readable one How to Get 

Control of Your Time and Your Life by Alan Lakein. 

We recommend you write up your Ring Report within 24 hours after the meeting, while the 

details are still fresh in your mind. Send it out to your Ring members soon after the meeting and 

before it is published in The Linking Ring. That way, you reinforce their positive behavior and 

take silent joy in seeing their name in print. After all, it’s the most important word they know!  

Adopt the Nike philosophy and “Just Do It.” We offer these starter sentence to help you “Just Do 

It.” 

Further Scribe Tips 
Be sure to check out the SCRIBE AND RING REPORTS link in the Ring Resources for a full 

description of the Scribe’s responsibilities.  


